Hero Arts – Star Wreath

Technique: Die cutting/ink blending/Copic Coloring

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: about 30 - 45 minutes

STAMPS:
Hero Arts: Dream Messages

INKS:
Hero Arts Daniel Smith Watercolor card Dream Palette
Embossing and Watermark Ink

ACCESSORIES:
Platinum 6 Die Cutting Machine
Hero Arts Star Wreath die
Heat Tool
Hero Arts Gold Embossing Powder
Rabbit Hole Cottontail Embossing Powder Tool
Avery Elle White Ink
Gansai Tambi Gem Colors Paint

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Dove White Cardstock
Arches watercolor paper
Dove White cardstock
Gold Foil
Black scrap

Silicone Bone Folder
Paper trimmer
Mini trimmer
Precision Glue

Picket Fence Studios Sands of Time Gem Mix
Score Pal Mini
¼" scor-tape
Foam Squares
Low tac painters tape

DIRECTIONS:

1. Use low tac painters’ tape to attach the watercolor paper to a hard-core base.
2. Wet the paper completely and then start adding the colors from the paint card.
3. Use the heat tool to dry the paper.
4. Splatter with gold and white paint.
5. Use the star cluster stamp from this month’s My Monthly Hero Kit, and gold emboss it three times on the background.
6. Die cut the wreath 3 times, twice in white and once in gold cardstock.
7. Pat embossing ink over one of the white wreaths, cover with embossing powder, shake off the excess and heat set. Repeat until you have covered the entire surface three times.
8. Use the Precision Glue to glue the two white die cuts together, add foam square pieces to the back and attach to the center of the card.
9. Heat emboss the sentiment, trim and attach over the wreath in the bottom right corner.
10. Glue on some of the gold stars from the gold die cut.
11. Embellish with silver and gold rhinestones.

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used in today’s card – click on the links for a larger view and to shop.

My Monthly Hero Subscription (Month... [HA]
DI713 Square Infinity Dies (H) | Hero... [HA]
DF038 Star Wreath (C) | Hero Arts [HA]
AF419 Clear Embossing & Watermark Ink... [HA]
PW100 Gold Embossing Powder | Hero Arts [HA]
PS325 Hero Hues Dove white | Hero Arts [HA]
PS323 Hero Hues Premium Cardstock...
[HA]

The Rabbit Hole Designs COTTONTAIL...
[SSS]

MISTI PRECISION STAMPER Stamping Tool...
[SSS]

Tim Holtz Tonic MINI TRIMMER 4496eus...
[SSS]

Picket Fence Studios SANDS OF TIME...
[SSS]

Arches COLD PRESSED WATERCOLOR PAD...
[SSS]

Avery Elle WHITE INK Spray SP2001 at...
[SSS]

GW101 Precision Glue | Hero Arts
[HA]

Scor-Tape 0.25 Inch Crafting Tape at...
[SSS]